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Abstract—In wireless networks, distance variations caused
by node mobility generate fluctuations of the channel gains.
Such fluctuations can be treated as another type of fading
besides multi-path effects. In this paper, we characterize the
interference statistics in mobile random networks by mapping
the distance variations of mobile nodes to the channel gain
fluctuations. Network performance is evaluated in terms of
the outage probability. A nearest-interferer approximation is
employed. This approximation provides a tight lower bound
on the outage probability. Comparing to a static network, we
show that the interference distribution does not change under
high mobility and random walk models, but random waypoint
mobility increases interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-path fading models e.g., the Rayleigh and Nakagami
models have been frequently employed to characterize wireless
channels, treating small-scale fading as a stochastic com-
ponent. On the other hand, power decay with distance or
large-scale path loss is typically modeled as a deterministic
component of wireless channels, given that the locations of
a transmitter and a receiver are known, or the location un-
certainty compared to the transmission distance is negligible.
However, macroscopic mobility, which generates macroscopic
changes in the transmission distance, also induces fluctuations
of the channel gains. Hence, it can be viewed as another source
of fading in wireless environments, in addition to the multi-
path effects.

Understanding this type of fading induced by mobility is
essential to deal with random networks because nodes are
mobile in many applications. In [1], a network of mobile
nodes is mapped to a network of stationary nodes with
dynamic links. Path loss and multi-path fading uncertainty are
treated jointly for single-hop connectivity and broadcasting
in [2]. Previous research has only considered the distance
uncertainty in the analysis. Interference in mobile networks
remains an open problem. However, interference is one of
the main issues in wireless networks, since it often limits
network performance. Closed-form results of the interference
and signal to interference ratio (SIR) distributions in static
random networks are available in [3]–[5]. To the best of our
knowledge, no work has focused on the interference statistics
in mobile random networks.

In this paper, we characterize the interference distribution in
mobile networks. Interference randomness is mainly composed
of multi-path fading, power control [4], and random MAC
schemes [5]. Besides these three elements, mobility is a source

of randomness as well. Several mobility models are considered
in the paper: high mobility (HM), random walk (RW), and
random waypoint (RWP) [6]. The outage probability is used as
a performance metric. In order to get closed-form expressions
of the interference distribution and the outage probability, we
approximate the total interference by only considering the
contribution of the nearest interferer to a receiver.

To illustrate how mobility and fading are related, we start
with a simple motivating example. The received power is
exponentially distributed if the channel is subject to the
Rayleigh fading. As a consequence, the SNR is exponential,
as well as the SIR for constant interference power I . Next,
we consider an infinite Poisson network with node intensity
λ. Nodes are highly mobile. Hence, a new realization of the
homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) is drawn in every
time slot. At a receiver, if we only focus on the interference
from its nearest neighbor, the SIR γ = 1/I = Rα

1 , where R1

is the distance between the receiver and its nearest neighbor,
and α is the path loss exponent. From [2], we have the pdf of
R1 as

fR1(r) = 2λπre−λπr2
, r � 0. (1)

Evidently, the pdf of γ is given by

fγ(x) = δλπxδ−1e−λπxδ

, x � 0, (2)

where δ � 2
α . γ follows a Weibull distribution. For δ = 1, we

obtain

fγ(x) = λπe−λπx, (3)

which is an exponential distribution. Hence, the distance
variation leads the receiver to have the same SIR distribution
as in the Rayleigh fading case. In other words, the receiver
observes fading effects through the wireless channels due to
the macroscopic mobility. Hence, mobility can be treated as
another source of fading dynamics. In this example, the fading
is more severe, when δ < 1.1

Based on this observation, we characterize the interference
distribution in mobile networks in the rest of the paper
by mapping the distance variations of mobile nodes to the
received power fluctuations in wireless channels.

1Detailed discussion will be in Section III-B.
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(a) Finite network (b) Infinite network

Figure 1. Illustrations of finite and infinite mobile networks. The small
circles denote mobile nodes, and the arrows show the directions in which
they will move in the next time slot. In (a), the nodes bounce back when
they reach the boundary. In (b), all nodes move freely. Two categories of
models are considered in (b). In an infinite model, all nodes are considered
in analysis. In a cellular model, however, the nodes only inside a certain disk
are considered (black nodes). The nodes outside the disk (gray nodes) belong
to other cells, or they are neglected.

II. SYSTEM AND MOBILITY MODELS

A. Network and mobility models

We consider the link between a fixed transmitter and re-
ceiver pair in a wireless network. The distance between them is
normalized to one. We set the origin o at the receiver. Initially
(at time t = 0), other potential interfering transmitters follow
a PPP Φ̂ on a domain D with intensity λ. In a finite network
as shown in Figure 1 (left), D = B(o, R), where B(o, R) is
a 2-dimensional disk of radius R. The number of nodes M
inside B(o, R) is Poisson distributed with mean λπR2. In an
infinite network as shown in Figure 1 (right), D = R

2.

After the initial placement, all nodes move independently of
each other by updating their positions at the beginning of each
time slot. In a finite network, the nodes bounce back when they
reach the boundary so that M remains constant. In an infinite
network, all nodes move freely. Two categories of models are
often considered in this case. In an infinite model, all nodes are
considered in the analysis. In a cellular model, however, the
nodes only located in a certain disk are considered. The nodes
outside the disk belong to other cells, or they are neglected.

The properties of three well accepted mobility models are
listed as following:

1) High mobility (HM): The nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed in D, and the realizations of the nodes placements
in different time slots are independent.

2) Random walk (RW): A mobile node selects new direc-
tion and speed randomly and independently in each time slot.
Hence, the spatial node distribution remains uniform [7].

3) Random waypoint (RWP): This model is restricted to
a finite area. A node uniformly chooses a destination in the
area and moves towards it with randomly selected speed. New
direction and speed are chosen only after the node reaches
the destination. Otherwise, it keeps the same direction and
speed for several time slots. After a long running time, its
spatial node distribution converges to a non-uniform steady
distribution [8].

interferencesignal

Figure 2. A network at one snapshot. A signal is transmitted from
a transmitter to a receiver (solid black dots). Potential interfering nodes
are randomly distributed and transmit with probability p. Nodes that are
transmitting simultaneously (gray dots) cause interference to the receiver.

B. Channel model

The attenuation in the wireless channel is modeled as the
product of a large-scale path gain component and a small-
scale multi-path fading gain component. For the large-scale
path gain, the received power decays with r−α, where r is the
transmission distance. For the multi-path fading, we consider
a deterministic model (i.e., no fading) or the Rayleigh fading
model in the desired link and the interference links. Following
the notation in [9], we denote the fading state as a/b, where
a, b ∈ {0, 1} e.g., 1/0. 1 represents the Rayleigh fading while
0 represents no fading. The first digit represents the channel of
the desired link, and the second digit represents the channels
of the interference links.

C. Channel access scheme

Slotted ALOHA is assumed as the channel access scheme.
In every time slot t, where t ∈ Z, each node determines
whether to transmit or not independently with probability p.

D. Outage probability

The outage probability po is one of the fundamental per-
formance metrics in wireless networks. In interference-limited
channels, an outage occurs if the SIR at a receiver is lower
than a certain threshold θ i.e., po = P(SIR < θ).

III. INTERFERENCE IN UNIFORMLY MOBILE NETWORKS

A. Interference distribution without multi-path fading

In the analysis, we focus on the interference at the origin o.
Figure 2 illustrates a transmitter and receiver pair in a network
at one snapshot. A signal is transmitted from a transmitter to
a receiver. Potential interfering nodes are randomly distributed
and transmit with probability p. Nodes are highly mobile.
Generally, the power received at the receiver from a transmitter
is given by

PR = PTr−α, (4)

where PT is the transmit power. Without loss of generality,
PT = 1. At time t, the total interference at the receiver
is I(t) =

∑
x(t)∈Φ̂ Tx(t) ‖x(t)‖−α, where Tx(t) is i.i.d.
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Bernoulli with parameter p, and ‖·‖ is the Euclidean distance
of a node to the origin. We set D = R

2. In the remainder of the
paper, we are only interested in the interference distribution
in a single time slot. Hence, we can drop the dependence on
t. I(t) can thus be simplified to

I =
∑
x∈Φ̂

Tx ‖x‖−α
. (5)

There are no closed-form pdf expressions of the interfer-
ence2, however, since the received power decays according to
a power law, only considering the interference from the nearest
interferer to the receiver provides a good approximation [4].
Therefore, we have the interference power approximately as

I ≈ I1 = R−α
1 , (6)

where fR1(r) is in (1) with the interferer intensity λ′ = pλ
due to the slotted ALOHA. Then, the pdf of I1 is given by

fI1(x) = δpλπx−δ−1e−pλπx−δ

. (7)

For higher dimensional cases i.e., d > 2, (7) still holds, where
δ = d/α.

If the RW model is used, the resulting spatial node distri-
bution maintains uniform. All the results derived under the
HM model are also valid for the RW model. Moreover, the
same results can be obtained in finite networks and we omit
the derivations.

B. The amount of fading

In a fading channel, the fading severity is quantified by the
amount of fading, which is defined in [10] as

AF =
VarS

(ES)2
,

where S is the signal power. Since we treat mobility as a
source of fading and focus on the interference, we define a
term AFM to measure the fading severity induced by mobility,
where

AFM =
VarI−1

(EI−1)2
.

Using (7), we obtain that for α > 1,

AFM(α) =
Γ(1 + α)

Γ(1 + α/2)2
− 1. (8)

We find that (8) increases with α or 2/δ. The fading is
more severe at larger path loss exponent α. AFM(2) = 1,
as expected from the example in the Section I.

C. Interference distribution with multi-path fading

When the interferers’ channels are subject to multi-path
fading, the interference power is

I1 = h1R
−α
1 , (9)

2In infinite networks, an exact expression is available only for α = 4.

where h1 is the multi-path fading coefficient. Defining Y �
Rα

1 , we have

fY (y) = δpλπyδ−1e−pλπyδ

. (10)

The pdf of I1 is thus given by

fI1(z) =
ˆ ∞

0

yfh1(yz)fY (y)dy.

In the Rayleigh fading case, the cdf of I1 is

FI1 (z) = 1 −
ˆ ∞

0

δpλπyδ−1e−(pλπyδ+zy)dy. (11)

D. Lower bound on the outage probability

Once we obtain the interference or SIR distribution, the
calculation for the outage probability is straightforward. First,
if the desired channel is deterministic, a simple lower bound
on the outage probability is derived using the nearest-interferer
approximation

p0/a
o = P

(
1
I

< θ

)
� P

(
1
I1

< θ

)
= 1 − FI1 (θ

−1), (12)

where we recall the notation 0/a defined in Section II-B and
a ∈ {0, 1}.

Second, if the desired link is subject to the Rayleigh fading,
the Laplace transform of the interference can be used to
determine the outage probability [4], [5], whose lower bound
is given by

p1/a
o = 1 −

ˆ ∞

0

e−hθdP[I � h] = 1 − LI(θ) � 1 − LI1(θ),

(13)
where LI(θ) =

´∞
0 fI(x)e−θxdx is the Laplace transform of

the interference.
Under the RW model, the lower bounds on the outage prob-

abilities in different fading states of the channels are plotted
in Figure 3. The p0/0

o and p1/0
o curves are straightforward using

(7). The p0/1
o and p1/1

o curves are calculated numerically using
(11).

The simulation results of the exact outage probabilities in
finite networks versus the corresponding lower bounds are
shown in Figure 4, where the expected number of nodes
EM = 10π ≈ 31. From the figure, we find that the nearest-
interferer approximation provides a close approximation in
terms of the outage probability. Furthermore, Multi-path fading
is harmful to the link connections in mobile networks, when
we compare the no fading case to the 1/1 fading case.

E. Exact expression of interference distribution

In infinite networks for α = 4, we can derive an exact
characterization of the interference instead of only considering
the nearest-interferer dominance. We assume no fading in the
interferers’ channels. The interference distribution in static ho-
mogeneous Poisson networks, whose expression is in [3, (20)],
can be extended to the distribution in mobile networks under
the HM and RW models, since the spatial node distributions
in both cases are uniform.

Figure 5 plots the comparison between the exact expressions
of the outage probabilities and the corresponding lower bounds
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Figure 3. The lower bounds on the outage probabilities in different multi-path
fading states of the channels, and under the RW and RWP models.
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Figure 4. Simulation results versus the corresponding lower bounds for
different fading states and different mobility models.

in infinite networks. The exact expressions are straightforward
based on [3, (18) and (21)]. The bounds are tight, in particular
of lower threshold regime, which is the regime of practical
interest.

IV. INTERFERENCE IN NON-UNIFORMLY MOBILE

NETWORKS

A. Interference in finite networks

In this section, we consider the RWP mobility. In finite
networks, we have the node distance distribution from [8] as

fL(r) =
1

R2

(
−4r3

R2
+ 4r

)
. (14)

Given a realization of the total number of nodes M , we have

P (R1 � r | M) = 1 − (1 − FL(r))M

= 1 −
(

1 −
(

2r2

R2
− r4

R4

))M

. (15)
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Figure 5. Comparison between the exact expressions of the outage proba-
bilities and the lower bounds for different fading states in infinite networks.
Nodes follow RW mobility.

Therefore, the pdf of R1 with RWP nodes is given by

fR1(r) =
dEM [P (R1 � r |M )]

dr

= pλπ

(
4r − 4

r3

R2

)
e
−pλπ

(
2r2− r4

R2

)
. (16)

Furthermore, using (6), (16), and taking the transformation of
the random variable R1, we obtain that the pdf of I1 with
RWP nodes is

fI1(x) = 2pλπδ

(
x−δ−1 − x−2δ−1

R2

)
e
−pλπ

(
2x−δ− x−2δ

R2

)
.

(17)
The lower bounds on the outage probabilities and the simu-

lation results are plotted in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.
Comparing to the RW model, we find that the RWP mobility
increases interference. Moreover, the bounds under the RWP
model are looser. Nodes are more likely to gather around the
origin. Hence, more nodes besides the nearest one contribute
to the interference.

B. Interference in infinite networks and issues of the mobility
model

In infinite networks, the RWP model causes issues since
it can not be properly defined. However, we can still get the
exact characterization of the interference, if the distribution of
node distance follows (14). The characteristic function of I ,
φI(ω), is first calculated under a finite radius R. Then, we let
R → ∞. Since the mobility model itself can not be defined,
such a result is not the interference characterization under the
RWP model in infinite networks, but it provides an asymptotic
expression as R gets large.

Recall that the total interference power is expressed in (5).
After several steps of mathematical derivation, we obtain
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φI(ω) = exp

(ˆ R

0

4pλπ
(
rR2 − r3

)
R2

ejωr−α

dr

)

· exp
(−pλπR2

)
= exp

(
pλπαjω

ˆ R

0

2r−α+1ejωr−α

dr

)

· exp

(
−pλπαjω

ˆ R

0

r−α+3

R2
ejωr−α

dr

)
.

(18)
Our procedure here is similar to the one used in [3], but the

node distribution is not uniform. Letting R → ∞ and using
the L’Hopital’s rule, we obtain for α > 2 that

lim
R→∞

ˆ R

0

r−α+3

R2
ejωr−α

dr = lim
R→∞

R−α+2ejωR−α

2
= 0.

Hence, we have the second exponential factor in (18) as

lim
R→∞

exp

(
−pλπαjω

ˆ R

0

r−α+3

R2
ejωr−α

dr

)
= 1.

Therefore, following the derivations in [3], we have

lim
R→∞

φI(ω) = exp
(
−2πpλe−j π

α ω
2
α Γ(1 − 2/α)

)
. (19)

Comparing (19) with [3, (18)], we obtain that in an asymptot-
ically large area, the interference generated by RWP nodes is
equivalent to the interference generated by RW or HM nodes
with doubled node intensity (λ′ = 2λ). Without fading, the
outage probability (α = 4) is given by

p0/0
o = P(I > θ−1) = erf

(
pπ

3
2
√

θλ
)

, (20)

where erf(x) = 2
´ x

0 e−t2dt/
√

π is the error function. If only
the desired link is subject to the Rayleigh fading (1/0 fading),
we replace −jω in (19) to θ. Therefore, the outage probability
is

p1/0
o = 1 − LI(θ) = 1 − e−2pπλθ2/αΓ(1−2/α). (21)

Obviously, the desired link has higher outage rate compared
to the RW model.

Figure 6 shows the outage probabilities for RWP nodes with
different radii R by simulations versus the asymptotic bound.
The bound, which is the case for R → ∞, is calculated using
(20). As the figure depicts, the simulation curves become more
close to the bound, when R gets larger. Hence, (20) can be
viewed as the upper bound and the asymptotic expression of
the outage probability for large R. The same result holds for
(21).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have treated mobility from a fading
perspective. Fluctuations of the path loss induced by mobility
constitute another type of fading in wireless channels besides
multi-path effects. To make the difference clear, we may speak
of fading induced by microscopic mobility (multi-path fad-
ing) and fading induced by macroscopic mobility. Using this
insight, we have characterized the interference distributions
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Figure 6. The outage probabilities under the RWP mobility with different
radii R. Channel has no multi-path fading. The bound (solid-line curve) is
calculated analytically using (20). Other curves with finite R are simulation
results.

in mobile networks. The nearest-interferer approximation has
been applied. It turns out that such approximation provides
a tight lower bound on the outage probability. Moreover,
we have shown that the RW and HM models do not affect
the interference distribution compared to the static network.
However, the RWP nodes generate more interference.
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